forum that welcomes voluntary
participation by representatives
of stakeholder Interests and
values on the landscape

The Model Forest
management process is
representative, participative,
transparentand accountable, and
promotes collaborative work
amoung stakeholders
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ASSESSING YOUR PARTNERSHIP
• Can most ofthe population access the Model Forest through a
stakeholder who represents their principal activity, value or area
ofinterest?
• Does your Model Forest have a diverse partnership ofstakeholders who
identify goals, set priorities and development targets, and establish policy
guidelines for the overall program?
• Are any values or resource uses under-represented or not represented
in your partnership?
• Are there stakeholders or other groups not currently involved that
could help achieve your goals?

Partnership

Each model forest is a neutral
forum that welcomes voluntary
participation of representatives of
stakeholder interests and
values on the landscape

Model forest atakeholdens represent
diverse values and Interests from
various sectol'9 of ■oclety who work
towards a common vision for the
sustainable management of the area

Involvement in all aspects of
governance in the model forest is
voluntary and inclusive
No discrimination against groups or
individuals exists within the
model forest partnership

-------------------------

ASSESSING YOUR LANDSCAPE
• Does your landscape area contain significant forest and other natural
resoures, including unique environmental features?
• Is your area reflective ofsocial, cultural and other community
considerations?
• Are a range ofissues and values represented on the landscape?
• Is there a diversity oflandscape types (ecosystems, land uses, etc.)
within your area?
• Is your area reflective ofyour broader geographic region?
• Is there a clearly articulated rationale for the area selected?
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Landscape

A large-scale biophysical area
representing a broad range of
forest values, including social,
cultural, economic and
environmental concerns

The natural resource• In the model
forest are recognized by the
etakeholdera In eocial, cuHural,
economic and ecological term•
1 The model forest has a geographically
defined area encompassing diverse
ecosystems, resource management
administrations and tenure
arrangements
Forest and other natural resources
provide communities with a range of
goods, services and values
The model forest is a working
landscape reflective of the
diverse interests and values of the
stakeholders and the uses of
the area's natural resources

ASSESSING YOUR COMMITMENT TO SUSTAINABILITY
• Does your partnership have an agreed-upon strategy for determining progress toward sustainability?
Is there a commitment to developing and implementing this strategy?

• Does your partnership have a long-term commitment to the concept of sustainable development?
Will it support research and technology transfer on the subject?

• Does your Model Forest have the support of national, regional and local authorities (public or
private) with jurisdiction over the land and resources?

• Does your Model Forest's program relate to an overall national or regional forest plan?

Commitment to
Sustainability

Stakeholders are committed to
the conservation and sustainable
management of natural resources
and the forested landscape

Sustainable management practices
promote the generation and
equitable distribution of economic
and aocial benefit■ derived from
natural resourcn
Model forests foster economic

growth and diversification aimed at 1
sustainable community development :
Model forests promote innovative
mechanisms for pursuing the
sustainable management of natural
resources within a framework of
just and equitable distribution of
costs and benefits

Model forests support actions for
maintaining ecological Integrity
on a landacape
Model forests explore and promote
practices that contribute to
maintaining and/or restoring the
._ _ :,c,? _?� � �n�:_g� :)'_o! �h: �a��:c��: _•
l
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• Has your Model Forest established technical or advisory committees to develop your program and
report to the stakeholder committee?

• What opportunities exist for stakeholder involvement in Model Forest decision - making, particularly
for new groups?

• Does your governance structure include an effective means of involving new stakeholders over time?

• Does your governance structure exclude or inhibit involvement by any groups?

• Does your Model Forest have a committee of stakeholders that identifies goals for sustainable
management, sets priorities and development targets, and establishes policy guidelines for the overall
program?

• Can most of the population access the Model Forest through a stakeholder who represents their
principal activity, value or area of interest?

• How can your Model Forest be organized to most effectively involve people, carry out its activities
and achieve its strategic directions?
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